The Church Network – Alamo Chapter
Minutes of the 15 September 2016, 11:30 a.m. Meeting
Dahill Corporation, San Antonio, TX

Officers Attending: Sue Evans, Vice President; Norm Hils, Secretary.
2016 Members Attending: Pat Hail, Miles Morkert, and Wayne Parker.
Guests Attending: Bruce Brown, Brad Shill, and one other Dahill employee.
Program: Wayne Parker (Dahill) invited Bruce Brown, Director of Strategic Alliances, PRISM Software to
present an informative session on application software now available to benefit the church audit
process as well as related document management topics.

Report/Action Items:
1. Sue Evans presided over the meeting in Dave Thomas’ absence.
2. Minutes of the August 2016 meeting were reviewed and unanimously approved as presented.
3. Sue presented the August 2016 financial report provided by Dale Hendrix. End of month (Aug)
account balance was $1,705.08. The financial report was unanimously accepted as presented.
We still need to develop a process for requesting assistance from the established “scholarship”
fund.
4. Program: Bruce Brown gave a very informative presentation about software developed by PRISM
to help manage church documentation. The software comes in a desktop and mobile client and
integrates seamlessly into a MS Office environment. Remember those storages boxes of historical
church documents you have hidden in a cellar closet somewhere? Dahill and PRISM can help you
transition to a user-friendly, electronic eco-system (i.e. paperless). I know, that’s scary. Dahill
offered to provide an initial assessment of your paper filing system and provide a proposal at no
cost to the church. Dahill now provides managed IT services and also offered to provide an initial
assessment of your church network at no cost. Contact Wayne for more information.
5. Brandy Pundt (Dahill) has been working on updating our old tri-fold brochure (pro-bono) and
turning it into a 5x8 postcard. We provided some feedback on the latest draft as she continues to
tweak the final version. The officers will present the final draft to the membership when it is
ready for chapter approval.
6. Lunch costs were covered by Dahill. We thank you.
7. We closed out the meeting with a tour of the Dahill demo floor.
Next Meeting: September 15, 2016 at Dahill.
Respectfully,

Norm
Norm Hils, CCA, CCBA
The Church Network, Alamo Chapter, Secretary

